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Netsuite, Tailored to the Needs of

the Life Sciences Industry. 
From effortless vendor onboarding to robust contract life cycle management,
the bundle offers specialized modules that handle everything from financial
accruals to clinical operations. With features like built-in governance, dynamic
program naming, and seamless DocuSign integration, this platform not only
enhances efficiency but also ensures compliance and financial integrity. It's
the ultimate tool for Life Sciences companies looking to optimize their
operations without compromising on flexibility or security.
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Vendor

Onboarding

Simplified
Our Supplier Onboarding Module
revolutionizes the way you bring new
vendors into your ecosystem. With a simple
registration link, vendors are directed to a
comprehensive form where they can input
all necessary details to set up their profile.
This information is then automatically fed
into NetSuite, where it awaits approval.

With your Life Sciences Bundle, the approval process
becomes streamlined and efficient, with the vendor
application being routed to the designated approver at
the subsidiary level. This ensures that the right people
are involved in the decision-making process,
enhancing accountability and control.

Approval Workflows

With our NetSuite Life Sciences Bundle, the responsibility
for maintaining an up-to-date vendor record lies squarely
with the supplier. This not only reduces your
administrative burden but also ensures data accuracy.
Our built-in governance mechanisms act as a financial
safeguard, preventing bills from exceeding the agreed-
upon contract amount.

Responsibility & Governance

“From vendor onboarding

to financial accruals,

we've engineered every

feature to meet the

unique challenges of the

Life Sciences sector. With

Zanovoy's NetSuite Life

Sciences Bundle, you're

not just managing your

operations—you're

mastering them.”

Jermaine Jackson

Partner
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Contract Life Cycle

Management

Navigating the complexities of Contract Life
Cycle Management in the Life Sciences sector
is no small feat. That's where Zanovoy's
NetSuite Life Sciences Bundle comes in,
offering a dedicated module that provides a
holistic, 360-degree view of your CRO and
CMO contracts. From the moment a contract
is initiated to the time it expires, our user-
friendly platform ensures that every aspect—
be it setting terms, monitoring performance, or
managing renewals—is handled with precision
and ease.
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The approval process becomes streamlined and
efficient, with the vendor application being routed to
the designated approver at the subsidiary level. This
ensures that the right people are involved in the
decision-making process, enhancing accountability
and control.

Approval Workflow

With our NetSuite Life Sciences Bundle, the
responsibility for maintaining an up-to-date vendor
record lies squarely with the supplier. This not only
reduces your administrative burden but also ensures
data accuracy. Our built-in governance mechanisms
act as a financial safeguard, preventing bills from
exceeding the agreed-upon contract amount.

Responsibility & Governance
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Accruals and

Financial

Management

Automations
Zanovoy's NetSuite Life Sciences Bundle
offers an advanced Accruals and Financial
Management module designed to give you
unparalleled control over your financial
planning and accounting. Whether you're
looking to distribute payments evenly or
allocate specific amounts to particular
milestones, our system provides the
flexibility you need.

Our bundle offers robust financial management
features that handle both planned payments and
accrued payment amounts. You have the flexibility to
distribute amounts evenly across payment periods or
allocate specific sums to particular milestones.

Program Financial Planning

The system automatically tracks accrued amounts owing,
even when a bill hasn't been received. This ensures that
your financial records are always accurate. Over or under
accrual is virtually eliminated as the system automatically
books the appropriate journal entries.

Accrual Automation

Our Accruals and Financial
Management Automations
offer you the control and
flexibility to tailor your
financial planning down to
the finest details. From
program financial planning
to accrual automation, we
ensure that your financial
records are not just accurate
but also insightful. 

Jermaine Jackson

Partner
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Program Management
From the moment a contract is initiated to the time it expires, our user-friendly
platform ensures that every aspect—be it setting terms, monitoring performance,
or managing renewals—is handled with precision and ease.

Our Program Management module dynamically
creates program names by concatenating various
elements like Indication, Area of Spend, Phase, and an
Auto-Generated number. This makes it easier to track
and manage multiple programs simultaneously.

Dynamic Naming

Our specialized Clinical Operations Management
module is tailored to meet the unique challenges and
requirements of Life Sciences companies. From
patient recruitment to trial management, every aspect
is covered.

Clinical Operations Management
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An Industry Aligned

Solution for New and

Existing NetSuite Users

For New NetSuite Users:

A Smooth Onboarding

Experience

Quick Setup

Our quick setup process ensures that you can start
leveraging the power of NetSuite in the shortest time
possible.

For Existing NetSuite

Users: Enhance Your

Capabilities

If you're new to NetSuite, you're in for a
transformative experience. Zanovoy's NetSuite Life
Sciences Bundle is designed to offer a smooth
onboarding process that minimizes disruptions and
maximizes benefits.

Guided Transition

Our team of experts will guide you through the
transition, ensuring that data migration and system
integration are executed flawlessly.

Initial Training

To get your team up to speed, we offer initial training
sessions that cover the basics and best practices of
using NetSuite in the Life Sciences sector.

Feature Enhancement

Our bundle adds a layer of specialized features to
your existing NetSuite environment, from advanced
financial management to robust program
management.

Already a NetSuite user? Zanovoy's Life Sciences
Bundle is designed to seamlessly integrate with your
existing setup, offering specialized features that are
aligned with the unique needs of the Life Sciences
industry.

Data Continuity

Worried about your existing data? Our system
ensures seamless data continuity, so you can
transition without losing any valuable information.

Advanced Training

For teams already familiar with NetSuite, we offer
advanced training sessions that focus on the
specialized features of our Life Sciences Bundle.
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Interested in
Learning More?

Contact our team to learn more
about how Zanovoy’s NetSuite

Life Sciences Enhancements can
help your Life Sciences company

to get ready for rapid growth.


